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ADV 2020 Fire
Drill
—— 2020/9/14

ADV NEWS
Vacuum brazing furnace Routine Maintenance
Changzhou was hot and
humid in this third quarter,
and also rained heavily very
often. This season is the time
when the vacuum brazing
furnace has the highest rate
of unqualiﬁed brazing. In
order to improve product
quality and increase the
qualiﬁed rate of brazing,
ADV has carried out annual
maintenance on all 6 vacuum
brazing furnaces.
From the cleaning and
installation of the heating
chamber to the polishing and
cleaning of the furnace body,
from the vacuum unit pipeline
cleaning to the furnace body
leak detection...every link has
been maintained.
Not only this annual
maintenance, we also have
monthly maintenance, weekly maintenance and daily maintenance. Burning the empty furnace once a
month, check and reinforce the heating belt every week, and check the ﬂow of the pipeline daily…
Sincerely hope that ADV customers receive better quality、longer service life and more reliable
radiators, we believe ADV will not let you down!
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ADV 2020 Safety
First Aid Drill
—— 2020/9/14

Use and Maintenance of
Radiators
Do you know how to use ADV radiators more efficient after you
received them? Please pay attention to the 8 points below.

1. Please keep the radiator clean to avoid blocking.
2. The radiator should not be close with any acid, alkali or other
corrosive properties.
3. It is recommended to use the water which after softening
treatment to avoid the blockage and the generation of scale.
4. If you need to use the antifreeze, please be sure to use a longterm anti-rust antifreeze which meet the standards, in order to
avoid corrosion of the radiator.
5. During the installation, please do not damage the ﬁns or bump
the radiator to ensure the heat dissipation capacity and sealing.
6. In winter, in order to prevent the core from rupturing due to
freezing, it is recommended to let all the water out if the radiator
will not use for a long time.
7. If there are some spare radiators, please stored them in a
ventilated and dry environment.
8. Depending on the actual situation, it is recommended to clean
the core of the radiator completely within 3 months.

ADV insists on peopleoriented and safe
production.
From the initial fire fighting
and control to the
evacuation of personnel,
and the rescue exercise for
the wounded, everyone
took it seriously.
This fire-fighting and firstaid drill has improved
everyone's fire-fighting,
evacuation and self-rescue
capabilities, and enhanced
the fire safety awareness.
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ADV new Fin Forming Machine:
* high speed
* 146 times/per minute
* ﬁn width 460mm
* automatic counting and cutting
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